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I. PERSONAL INFORMATION 

 
1. Name:  ________________________________________ 
2. Age: ____________________ 
3. Gender:  ____________________ 
4. Race:  ____________________ 
5. Marital status: ____________________ 

6. What is the highest level of education you’ve completed? 
 □ Middle School  
 □ High School  
 □ Technical or Vocational School  
 □ 4 Years College 
 □ Graduate School 

7. Where do you work and what is your job title?  If you’re retired or are in-between jobs, please list 
your last employer and job title.  
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

8. On which Hawaiian island do you live?  What town do you live in?  How long have you lived there?   
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Where did you grow up?  If you grew up outside of Hawaii, when did you move to Hawaii and why? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Are you or have you been involved in any social, civic, religious, political, recreational or 
volunteer organizations or clubs?  If so, please list them below. 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Where do you most often get your news?  
 □ Newspapers   □ Magazines  □ Television 
 □ Radio   □ Social media  □ Internet  
 

From which news sources (Star-Advertiser, Fox News, CNN, NPR, Facebook, etc.) do you most 
often get your news? 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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II. EXPERIENCE WITH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM  
 
12. Have you been a witness to a crime, the victim of a crime, or suspected of committing a crime?   
 _____ Yes _____ No 
  

If so, explain what happened.   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________     
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
13. Have you or has any member of your family been arrested for or charged with a crime? 
 _____ Yes _____ No 
  

If so, explain what happened.  Do you feel that you or your family member were treated fairly?  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________     
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
14. Have you or has any member of your family had an experience that has caused you to have 

positive or negative feelings toward law enforcement officers or the criminal justice system? 
 _____ Yes _____ No 
  

If so, describe the nature of your interaction and why it caused positive or negative feelings. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________     
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
15. Have you ever served on a jury? 
 _____ Yes _____ No 
  

If so, describe the case, whether the jury reached a verdict, and whether you were the foreperson. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
16. Please share your general feelings about the following members of the criminal justice system: 
 Police officers   □ Positive  □ Negative    □ Mixed □ Neutral 

FBI agents   □ Positive  □ Negative    □ Mixed □ Neutral 
 Federal prosecutors  □ Positive  □ Negative    □ Mixed □ Neutral 
 Defense attorneys  □ Positive  □ Negative    □ Mixed □ Neutral 
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III. RELEVANT LIFE EXPERIENCES 
 
17. Have you, or has a family member or close friend, been harassed, attacked, or treated differently 

because of race, ethnicity, or skin color?  If so, explain what happened and your feelings about it. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
18. Have you witnessed an incident in which another person was being harassed, attacked, or treated 

differently because of race, ethnicity, or skin color?  If so, explain what happened and your reaction. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
19. What has your experience been like with people from the mainland United States who visit or move 

to Hawaii?  As a whole, do you think their impact on Hawaii has been positive or negative? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
20. Have you, or has a family member or close friend, ever been involved in a property dispute?   

If so, explain what happened and your feelings about it. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
21. Have you, or has a family member or close friend, ever had property foreclosed upon?   

If so, explain what happened and whether you believe the process and outcome were fair. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
22. Have you, or has a family member or close friend, ever been involved an incident involving a gun?  

If so, explain what happened and your feelings about it. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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IV. SPECIFIC FEELINGS ABOUT CASE-RELATED ISSUES  
 
23. In this case, the defendants are charged with committing a hate crime for allegedly assaulting a man 

because of his race.  Do you think that racially motivated assaults should be treated more seriously, 
less seriously, or the same as assaults committed for other reasons?  Why? 

 □ More seriously  □ Less seriously  □ Same  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
24. What do you think about the amount of time and resources the federal government puts into 

investigating and prosecuting hate crimes and other civil rights matters?   
 □ Too much   □ Not enough  □ Correct amount 
 
25. In your opinion, hate crimes (check all that apply):   
 □ Used to be an issue, but rarely occur today 
 □ Remain a serious problem in our country 

□ Are mostly hoaxes to get money or attention 
□ Are a problem in Hawaii 

 □ Are overblown by the media   
 □ Other: _________________________________________________________________   
 
26. Do you think that a racially motivated assault of a white person should be treated the same as or 

differently from a racially motivated assault in which the victim is a racial minority?  Why? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
27. Movements for Hawaiian sovereignty and independence call for Hawaii, or elements of it, to break away 

from the United States and become its own country.  How do you feel about that?  Do any of your family 
members or close friends have strong feelings for or against Hawaiian sovereignty or independence? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
28. Some villages in Hawaii have been inhabited exclusively by Native Hawaiian families for decades 

or generations.  Do you think it’s right for non-Native Hawaiians to live in those areas if they are 
legally permitted to do so?  Why or why not? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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29. Do you believe that federal law should apply in Hawaii?  Why or why not? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
30. The federal government has the legal authority to prosecute cases that have already been prosecuted 

by state authorities if the federal government believes that justice was not done in the state case.   
Some people think that is a good thing because it allows for a second chance at justice.   
Other people think that it’s unfair to prosecute a person twice for the same conduct or that the 
federal government should stay out of state business.  How do you feel about this issue?  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
31. Do you believe that there are circumstances under which a person should be allowed to take the 

law into his or her own hands?  If so, what circumstances?  If not, why not? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
32. During this trial, there may be testimony about use of the word “haole,” which means different things 

to different people.  What does that word mean to you?  Do you use it?  If so, in what context?   
How do you feel about it?  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
33. During this trial, there may be testimony about gun ownership, which is a topic on which many people 

have strong feelings.  Do you own a gun?  What is your opinion about gun rights and gun control? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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IV. FITNESS TO SERVE AS A JUROR 
 
34. Do you have any moral, philosophical, religious, or other beliefs that would make it difficult for 

you to sit in judgment of another person and decide whether he is guilty or not guilty of a crime? 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
35. Is there any matter not covered by this questionnaire that would impact your ability to be a fair 

and impartial juror in this case?  If so, explain. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________   
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
If you need extra space to respond to any of the above questions, please continue your answer below and 
indicate to which question you are responding. 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
I, ____________________________________________________ declare under penalty of perjury 
  (print your name ) 
that the answers in this questionnaire are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
 
              
        (signature)      (date)    




